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Abstract 

 

Congestion in WSN is a current research area. There are so many studies to avoid, detect and control congestion in WSN. This 

paper discussing about current studies going in this field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network is the one of the most widely used technologies for the twenty first century. It consisting of spatially 

distributed autonomous devices using sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions. Main part of the wireless sensor 

network is sensor node and these nodes have capability to capture data from their environment and also forward those data to next 

node or to central node called sink or base station. Realization of the wireless sensor networks need to satisfy the constraints 

introduced by different factors such as energy consumption, non-rechargeable batteries and network lifetime. 

One of the most important problem faced by wireless sensor networks are Congestion. Network congestion is the reduced quality 

of service that occurs when network node is carrying more data than it handles. So many situations like buffer overflow, many to 

one overflow nature will cause congestion. Presence of congestion in wireless sensor network decreases the network life time and 

overall performance of the network. So congestion must be avoided before it occurs. Easy way is avoid congestion not to remove 

congestion after it take place. Hybrid congestion control mechanism helps to control node level as well as link level congestion 

II. RELATED WORK 

Congestion in wireless sensor networks can be classified into two major categories- first is location based and second is causes for 

packet loss. Congestion avoidance and control in wireless sensor network is a wide area.  

 A Review on Congestion control Mechanisms in Wireless Sensor Networks 

Congestion in WSNs is one of the critical problems still from its evolution. In this paper, WSN performance control by robust 

congestion control approaches that aim to keep the network operational under varying network conditions is presented. Congestion 

causes malfunctions such as packet loss, lower throughput, energy efficiency, increase in collisions, increase in queuing delay and 

decreased network lifetime. As a result, the performance of the whole network is subject to undesirable and unpredictable changes. 

The main sources of congestion are buffer overflow, channel contention, interference, packet collision, and many to one flow 

nature. Congestion control mechanism has three phase’s congestion detection, congestion notification and congestion control. 

 LACAS: Learning Automata-Based Congestion Avoidance Scheme for Healthcare Wireless Sensor Networks  

In this work, solve the problem of congestion in the nodes of healthcare WSN using a learning automata (LA)- based approach. 

Primary objective in using this approach is to adaptively make the processing rate (data packet arrival rate) the nodes equal to the 

transmitting rate (packet service rate), so that the occurrence of congestion in the nodes is seamlessly avoided. New algorithm 

proposed is, named as Learning Automata-Based Congestion Avoidance Algorithm in Sensor Networks (LACAS), can counter 

the congestion problem in healthcare WSNs effectively. An important feature of LACAS is that it intelligently “learns” from the 

past and improves its performance significantly as time progresses.  

 CODA: Congestion Detection and Avoidance in Sensor Networks 

The transport of event impulses is likely to lead to varying degrees of congestion in the network depending on the sensing 

application. It is during these periods of event impulses that the likelihood of congestion is greatest and the information in transit 

of most importance to users. To address this challenge propose an energy efficient congestion control scheme for sensor networks 

called CODA (Congestion Detection and Avoidance) that comprises three mechanisms: (i) receiver-based congestion detection, 

Once congestion is detected, nodes signal their upstream neighbors via a backpressure mechanism. (ii) open-loop hop-by-hop 

backpressure, In CODA a node broadcasts backpressure messages as long as it detects congestion. Backpressure signals are 

propagated up-stream toward the source. (iii) closed-loop multi-source regulation. In CODA, closed- loop regulation operates over 
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a slower time scale and is capable of asserting congestion control over multiple sources from a single sink in the event of persistent 

congestion.  

 An Energy Efficient Congestion Control Technique for Wireless Sensor Networks 

This system evaluates a contextual cooperative congestion control policy that makes use of the environment information of each 

node to reduce the channel load, by satisfying the applications requirements. This paper proposes a selective data forwarding 

scheme (SDFS) to avoid congestion and to optimize the energy drain. This scheme is depends on parameters such as available 

energy and precedence of the data at the node. It works as, each sensor node receives 1-hop CAM (Cooperative awareness message) 

periodically from its neighbor sensor node then check whether the sensor node is behind, it is in the same path or different path. 

Using this information each sensor node selects its forward sensor node and maintains the forward table. If the available energy is 

superior to the energy required to transmit the data, then the data is transmitted. Otherwise the data is discarded.  

 Congestion Control and Fairness in Wireless Sensor Networks 

In this paper propose a distributed congestion control algorithm for tree based communications in wireless sensor networks, which 

seeks to adaptively assign a fair and efficient transmission rate to each node. The algorithm requires each node to monitor their 

aggregate input and output traffic rate. It is based on the difference of which they decide to increase or decrease the transmission 

rates of itself and its upstream nodes. This system uses two separate modules to control utility of the network and fairness among 

flows. The utilization controlling module computes total increase or decrease in traffic rate. Fairness module decides on how 

exactly to apportion the total change in traffic rate required among the flows. Each node monitors its aggregate output rate and the 

aggregate input rate. Based on the discrepancy between the two, a node first computes the aggregate increase (if the output rate is 

more) or decrease. Then the fairness controlling module acts on this aggregate change required and apportions the same into 

individual flows to achieve the desired fairness. 

 A Survey on Detecting Selfish Nodes in Wireless Sensor Networks Using Different Trust Methodologies 

The problem in the sensor nodes, those nodes may get compromised. The trust management schemes consist of effective tools to 

identify unexpected behavior of sensor nodes in the network. Trust has been effective and provides secure mechanism for managing 

each sensor node in network. In this paper we investigated some trust techniques and present the effective methodologies to 

calculate the trust of a sensor node to eliminate the selfish or compromised nodes in the network. They are multiple trust and 

reputation techniques available to detect the selfish and malicious nodes. The basic methodologies for trust techniques and various 

research work under each category been addressed. Sensor applications has wide range of applications and each applications been 

addressed and security can be addressed and implemented in each application. Providing efficient algorithm with less consumption 

of energy, power and memory techniques are addressed. 

 Priority based Packet Scheduling Approach for Wireless Sensor Networks 

A priority based packet scheduling scheme is proposed which aims at scheduling different types of data packets, such as real time 

and non-real-time data packets at sensor nodes with resource constraints in Wireless Sensor Networks. Most of the existing packet-

scheduling mechanisms of Wireless Sensor Networks use First Come First Served (FCFS), non-preemptive priority and preemptive 

priority scheduling algorithms. These algorithms results in long end-to-end data transmission delay, high energy consumption, 

deprivation of high priority real-time data packets also it results in improper allocation of data packets to queues. In this paper, 

each node has three levels of priority queues. Real-time packets are placed into the highest-priority queue and can preempt data 

packets in other queues. Non-real-time packets are placed into two other queues based on a certain threshold of their estimated 

processing time. Leaf nodes have two queues for real-time and non-real-time data packets since they do not receive data from other 

nodes and thus, reduce end-to-end delay. The priority packet scheduling scheme outperforms conventional schemes in terms of 

average data waiting time and end-to-end delay and also it reduces sensor energy consumption. 

 Power Optimization Using Proposed Dijkstra’s Algorithm in Wireless Sensor Networks 

Current WSNs usually communicate directly with a centralized controller or satellite. The structure of WSNs area unit tightly 

application-dependent and lots of services are smitten by application linguistics. Therefore, besides the well explored power 

management techniques on the transceiver activity and wireless transmission, there's a necessity to instigate additionally the ability 

management on the sensing unit that reduces the power consumption of the power-hungry sensors. This paper, provide a method 

for power optimization in WSN. This method, use Dijkstra‟s algorithm to reduce the power consumption and finding the shortest  

power consumed path between Source to Destination using minimum number no nodes. 

 Battery Capacity Management in Wireless Sensor Network Rechargeable Sensor Nodes 

Sensor Node battery capacity management improves to a considerable extent the challenges of recharging nodes and prolonging 

WSN lifetime. This paper gives an overview of energy saving in WSN. Fairness module decides on how exactly to apportion the 

total change in traffic rate required among the flows. The energy allocation according to power content enables sensor nodes to 

manage their energy usage and replenish their charge level effectively. Optimal decision of WSN node sampling rate allows 

sampling based on the current resource level and node capacity thereby enabling sensor nodes to maintain their battery reserves 
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during data transmission. Dynamic determination of time to harness external energy reduces the impacts of harnessing insufficient 

energy amounts. These techniques improve efficiency of the wireless sensor network by effective management of battery capacity 

in rechargeable sensor nodes thereby saving energy in the sensor node. 

 Secure and Reliable Data Transmission in Wireless Sensor Network: A Survey 

This paper describes how the data transmission can be secured and what are the main mechanisms is used to make the data 

transmission secure also how the broken path can be repair by re-initialization of one way hash chain (OHC). Every node has its 

own transmission range and within this transmission range node can transmit data packet. The event packet which sensor node 

transmits may be secret or confidential for the application; so the data transmission must be secured to maintain the confidentiality 

of data packets.  In this paper the reliability factor is discussed in terms of data packet loss detection by these two methods. A 

scheme which makes the data transmission secure from base station to sender node[].One-way hash chain (OHC) and shared secret 

key; OHC is mainly used for authentication and secret key used for confidentiality which are pre stored at the time of deployment 

of nodes initially. OHC is basically series of hash function and for each data packet there is identical hash number is generate 

which spread through all over the network to make data transmission authenticate  Here the optional key refreshment mechanism 

basically increase the level of security and ensure data freshness. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper is focused on different congestion avoiding and detecting methods and methods for removing selfish nodes. A main 

challenge in this area is energy utilization during congestion. Aim is to study all existing words related to congestion avoidance 

and selfish node detection. 
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